2022 Arizona Aloha Festival

SUNDAY, MARCH 13
Performance Schedule

Discovery Stage

Sponsored by

This year, our Discovery Stage is featuring programming from the Hale Mana’o and Aunty
Aloha activity areas. We look forward to the time we can return to our original placements.
In the meantime, a big Mahalo to Azeka’s Sauce for sponsoring Hale Mana’o
programming.
10:30 Learn to hula
Kaimikahu Hale O Hula

Keiki of all ages can have fun learning a simple hula with beginning steps and arm movements. Guaranteed to get you
moving!

11:30 Aunty Aloha’s Ukulele Lesson
Kehau Chrisman

Ukuleles only have four strings but great power. The perfect learner instrument, Ukes are easy to play. Bring your own
or borrow one of ours, join in and you’ll be playing before you know it! (Simple chords and strumming are taught.)

12:30 Mother Goose, Local Style
Shernelle Copland

Hawaiian Pidgin came about when immigrants came from all over the world to work the sugar cane plantations. It
borrows entire words from other languages in a mishmash of vowels and consonants. It’s da kine Muddah Goose!

1:30

Explore Polynesia: Its Differences and Similarities
Brent Malolo

Polynesia’s Islands share a similar story of migration and adaptation. Their peoples share many stories and some
are their own. Languages, dress, stories, and environments create a great feast of cultures to explore.

2:30 Samoan Choir
Laupanana Iaulualo

Enjoy your Sunday afternoon with the harmonies of old songs and traditional hymns sung in the Samoan
language.

3:30 Aunty Aloha’s Kanakapila
Helen Vickonoff, Tony Padayhag, and Wes Ganeko

This is ‘backyard’ kine playing, when anyone can join in to strum and sing…and sometimes dance!

The Arizona Aloha Festival runs on
Volunteers. No one is paid, we're all here
because we love this event!
So when you see the people in those brightly
colored shirts, thank them.
And if you'd like to join them, we'd love to have
you: volunteer@azalohafest.org

